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I. Introduction 

The aim of this paper to present one of the possible ways to handle static, weakly nonlinear time 

invariant systems using a simple method called best linear approximation (BLA), as an extension of 

least squares estimation.  

II. Weak nonlinearities 

To get a basic definition of linearity refer to linear time invariant (LTI) systems. A system is linear if 

it satisfies the principle of superposition. If the input is denoted by u and output is denoted by y then 

superposition means: 

 𝑦 = 𝑓  𝑎 + 𝑏 𝑢 = 𝑎𝑓 𝑢 + 𝑏𝑓 𝑢 =  𝑎 + 𝑏 𝑓(𝑢) (1) 

If the system does not satisfy the assumptions above, the behavior of the observed system is 

nonlinear. Let us define furthermore a weakly nonlinear system as a nonlinear whose nonlinear part 

can be represented by following equation: 

 𝑦 = c𝑢𝑛 ,   where n ≤ 3 and c is a constant (2) 

Furthermore, a static nonlinear (STNL) system differs from an LTI system in that an STNL system 

transfers energy from one (excited) frequency to other (excited or non-excited) frequencies, which is 

not true in the case of LTI systems.  

III.  Estimation of weakly nonlinear systems with Best Linear Approximation 

The BLA of a nonlinear system minimizes the mean square error between the true output of 

nonlinear system and the output of the linear model (represented by the impulse response function 

g(t)). For instance this definition is in time domain: 

 min{ 𝑦  𝑡 − 𝑔 𝑡 ∗ 𝑢  𝑡  𝐹
2 } (4) 

where * is the convolution product [5], and 𝑦 (𝑡) = 𝑦(𝑡) − 𝔼{𝑦 𝑡 }, 𝑢 (𝑡) = 𝑢(𝑡) − 𝔼{𝑢 𝑡 }, for 

further details, see Section III.B. 

A Theoretical structure and the basic assumptions 

In Fig. 1 the theoretical structure of BLA is considered with the following components [7]: 

GLinear represents the true underlying linear system if it exists (otherwise it is zero). Its response is 

independent of the power spectrum of the excitation signal (because of the linearity).  

GBias denotes the systematic nonlinear contribution whose spectrum is smooth [3][6][7]. Its value 

is fixed in the same excitation set.  

Thus GBLA (as an addition of GLinear and GBias) has also smooth frequency response function (FRF) 

[5], which will be the same for the same excitation [3].  
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Figure 1: The theoretical structure of the Best Linear Approximation 

GS is modeled as a „half-stochastic‟ nonlinear noise generator. The mathematic definition of GS is 

the difference between the estimated (modeled) and the true underlying system. In this sense half-

stochastic means that its behavior is partly fixed and partly random. It is deterministic because for the 

same excitation set (e.g. for the same multisine excitation [5][7]) its value is fixed. It is stochastic 

because different parameter values belong to different excitation set. GS has the following properties: 

 it has circular complex normal distribution with zero mean (stochastic part of GS) 

 same smooth power spectrum for all excitations in the same set (deterministic part of GS), 

 even and odd nonlinearities can be contributed 

In other words, GBias delegates the nonlinear part what we can model with this paradigm (see also 

Section IV.) and GS represents the (non)linear error.  

The properties of the nonlinear parts GBias and GS are depending on:  

 energy level of each excited frequency,  

 the probability density function (pdf) of the input excitation, see Fig 2.a., 

 in general: even and odd nonlinear distortions of the observed system, see Section III.C., 

 type of the disturbing noise and its impact point [5] 

Noise nt represents the „regular‟ noise (observation error) at the system output. In this article it is 

assumed that nt has zero mean normal distribution with variance 𝜎2, i.e. 𝑛𝑡 ∼ 𝒩(0, 𝜎2). 

Thus, assuming that there is no measurement or round-off error, the steady state frequency transfer 

function is: 

 G BLA  jω = GBias  jω + GLinear  jω + GS jω = GBLA  jω + GS jω  (5) 

With the „noise transfer function‟ GN for the whole observed system the transfer function is: 

 G obs  jω = G BLA  jω + GN jω  (6) 

B Importance of removing the mean values and cascading blocks  

In case of BLA the DC (or more general the mean) values of the input and output signals must be 

removed. This is the best linearization (in rms sense) around the operating point, so this is one of the 

important differences between the regular LS and the BLA. Figure 2.b. shows an example for the 

simulated, noiseless STNL system of characteristic y(t)=u(t)
2
 with uniformly distributed input 

between 1 and 2. With the mean values  𝑦 , 𝑢  the estimated least squares regression line (LSR) and 

BLA outputs are (consider in Eq. 8. that the original input mean is removed from the input, but the 

original output mean is added to output value): 

 𝑦 LSR ,t = 𝑢𝑡g LSR  
= 𝑢𝑡

𝐘T𝐔

𝐔T𝐔
 (7) 

  𝑦 BLA ,t = 𝑢 𝑡g BLA  
=  𝑢𝑡 − 𝑢  

 𝐘− 𝐞1,𝐞2,…,𝐞N  𝑦  
T
 𝐔− 𝐞1,𝐞2,…,𝐞N  𝑢  

 𝐔− 𝐞1,𝐞2,…,𝐞N  𝑢  
T
 𝐔− 𝐞1,𝐞2,…,𝐞N  𝑢  

+ 𝑦  (8) 

The BLA of the cascade of two nonlinear systems is not equal to the cascade of BLAs of each 

nonlinear system separately. An example is shown in Fig. 2.c and in Fig. 2.d. 
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 a)        b)      c)      d) 

Figure 2: a) Estimation of atan function between –π and π with different pdf (uniform, normal, 

sinusoid) of input signal. b) Estimation of y(t)=u(t)
2
 with LA and with BLA. c) and d) Estimates of 

y=(u(t)
2
)
2
 with BLA as cascaded y=u(t)

2
 two blocks and one y=(u(t)

2
)
2
 block. 

IV. Effect of Gaussian excitation and noise 

In this Section the effect of Gaussian-like signals is studied. For Gaussian noise (and for every kind 

of odd random phase multisine [7], see it later on) excitations, the BLA of static nonlinearity is static 

and independent of the coloring of the power spectrum and the nonlinear GBias term is independent 

on even nonlinearities. 

However, the BLA of a static nonlinearity is dynamic for non-white, non-normally distributed 

inputs. In both (Gaussian and non-Gaussian) cases the variance of the BLA measurement depends on 

the coloring of the power spectrum. Filtered white non-Gaussian noise behaves asymptotically (as 

the length of the impulse response of the filter tends to infinity) as Gaussian one.  

If the length of the random phase multisine is sufficiently large [7], then the systematic nonlinear 

contribution GBias does not depend on harmonics of the spectrum, as long as the equivalent power 

frequency band remains the same. However, the stochastic nonlinear noise part of the BLA GS 

strongly depends on the harmonic content in all cases.  

V. The Effects of two dimensional averaging  

In this article it is assumed that the observed system is static, weakly nonlinear disturbed only at the 

output with Gaussian noise, and the excitation signals are Gaussian-like [2][7].It is very important 

that GBLA, GS and GN satisfy the assumptions given in the Section III. 

In order to estimate the whole observed system G obs  jω  it will be needed to average over p 

periods (belonging to the same excitation set) and over the m different realizations (with different 

excitation set), please see Fig. 3. For the observed system with the notations above, in frequency 

domain: 

 G obs

 m [p] jω =
Y obs

 m  [p ]
 jω 

Uexc
 m  

 jω 
= GBLA  jω + GS

[m] jω + GN
 m [p] jω  (8) 

First, let us average over the p periods in the same excitation set with leaving the transient term. If 

p is sufficiently large then the expected value of the observed system (originated from the law of 

large numbers [4] and the distribution of nt): 

 𝔼  G obs
 m  jω  =

1

p
 Gobs

 m ,i jω =
p
i=1

1

p
  GBLA  jω + GS

 m  jω + GN
 m ,i jω  =   

p
i=1  (9) 

= GBLA  jω + GS
[m] jω + 0 = GBLA  jω + GS

[m] jω  

and so the variance (for further details see [7]): 

 Var G obs
 m  jω  =  

 Gobs
 m  ,i jω −G obs

 m  
 jω  

2

p(p−1)

p
i=1  (10) 

Second, let us average over the m different realization. If m is sufficiently large, then:  
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 𝔼 G obs  jω  =
1

m
  G BLA  jω + GS

j  jω  =m
j=1 G BLA  jω + 0 = G BLA  jω  (11) 

and thus the variance is: 

 Var G obs  jω  =  
 G obs

j
 jω −G obs  jω  

2

m(m−1)
= Var GN jω  +m

j=1  Var GS jω   (12) 

where the variances of the regular and nonlinear noise are (originated from the distribution 

properties): 

 Var GN jω  =
Var (GN

 m   p  
 jω )

pm
  and Var GS jω  =

Var (GS
 m  

)

m
 (13) 

This means that the influence of the noise and non-linear contribution can be decreased with this 

special two dimensional averaging, as a final result the G obs  jω  (BLA estimator) will be provided. 

In [7] it has been shown that the above statements are only true with the condition and assumptions 

declared in Section III, when the number of periods is greater or equal than two (p≥2) and the 

different realizations are more than six (m>6). 

 

Figure 3: Evaluation of G obs  jω  with help of two dimensional averaging 

VI. Summary 

The proposed Best Linear Approximation Estimator is very useful for weakly static nonlinearities 

because it is originated from linear theorem of plant modeling. It is simple to use without advanced 

knowledge in statistics and good fitting possible for several kinds of non-linear systems (e.g. Wiener-

Hammerstein systems [6]). 

However, its usability is guaranteed for this special class of nonlinearities only. Furthermore, when 

the excitation set is not Gaussian-like, then G obs  jω  can be more complicated and dynamical. 
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